
Elements for 1m banister

25x5mm Optional length
20mm x 5mm Optional length

16x16mm 4 á 340mm length
8x8mm,  6x6mm 8 á 180mm length

12x12mm 2 á 1.500mm length
12x6mm 8 á 400mm length

1 á 25x5mm

1.a. Mark 300mm in from each end. Mark flat steel every 
30mm. 

1.b Emboss laterally at the markings the flat steel with help 
of the devices in the side and forge both ends.

1.c Form the bar ends (300mm) to scrolls.

1 á 20x5mm

2.a Cut flat steel to the same length as the handrail (minus 
2 x  300mm).

Square steel
Flat steel

Flat steel
Flat steel
Square steel
Square steel
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1. Handrail

2. Footrail



8 á 8x8mm, 4 á 16x16mm

3.a Put the four 4x180mm long bars together and weld 
them on both ends.

3.b Basket forming

3.c Cut the steel bars (16x16mm) into 4 pieces à 340mm.

3.d Fix the basket welding between both 340mm long bars.

1 á 16x16mm

4.a Turn steel bar 3 times.

2 á 12x12mm

5.a

Cut the steel bars to a length of 1500mm. From the 
ends of the steel bars on mark 80mm  and from this 
point on mark 420mm on both sides,  in order to leave 
500mm in the middle.

5.b Turn the two parts marked with  420mm two times.

5.c
Bend the 500mm long central piece to an arch, so that 
you get a radius at the inner side of 110mm, or a 
distance between both bar ends of  220mm.

8 á 12x6mm, 8 á 6x6mm

6.a Cut bars to a length of 400mm and forge 30mm on one 
end of each bar.

6.b For the scroll mark now 250mm starting from the forged 
end.

6.c Form the 250mm long piece to a scroll. Repeat this 
action for decorative element 2.

6.d Put two parts with scroll ends together and weld them. 

6.e Put the four 4x180mm long bars together an weld them 
on both ends.
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5. Decorative Element A
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6. Decorative Element B
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6.f Basket forming

6.g Weld on a basket between two bars with scroll ends.

7.a Position footrail 100mm up.Weld handrail, footrail and 
both rail posts.

7.b Weld the twisted baluster on the middle of the handrail 
and the footrail.

7.c Weld the decorative element A in the middle between 
the exterior and the central rail post. 

7.d Insert decorative ornament B in decorative ornament A.

Welding

Welding
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Welding

Welding
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7. Assembly



Elements for the deck-chair

Tube Ø 16mm         2x 2.570mm & 1x1.870mm & 2x620mm

Round tube Ø 13mm  2x 1.370mm

Round solid bar 2x2.260mm & 2x 410mm & 2x470mm & 2x550mm

Flat steel 25mm  X 5mm 1x595mm & 3x650mm & 1x 1.500mm

Flat steel 25mm x 3mm  2x470mm  & 4x1.550mm

Tube 16mm  2x 2.570mm, round solid 10mm 2x2.260

1.a Marking Mark ends of the tube at  250mm and 400mm.

1.b EM Bend a 90º radius between the markings.

1.c EM Bend central piece slightly to approximately 2º.

1.d Marking Mark 10mm solid round bar at 170mm and 310mm.

1. Chair leg elements



1.e EM Bend a 90º radius between the markings.

Solid round 10mm    2x410mm, 2x470mm, 2x550mm

2.a M5 Roll circles with diametres of 130mm, 150mm and 
175mm.

3.a Welding Weld the ends of the upper and the lower leg element.

3.b Welding
Locate and weld the circles symmetrically so that the 
biggest circle is in the middle, the smallest one is on the 
back and the middle circle is on foot end. 

3.c Marking On the back mark 630mm from the bar end on and on 
the foot end mark 330mm from the bar end on.

3.d Welding Weld the tube pieces (á 620mm) at the marked points.

Tube 16mm     1870mm;   Flat steel 25x5mm

4.a Marking Mark at 470mm.

4.b EM Bend an arch of 180º between the markings, so that you 
get a distance of  620mm.

4.c Welding Weld back on the cross member of the deck chair so 
that you get an angle of 11º or 12º.

4.d Marking Mark flat steel at  470mm.

2. Decorative elements

4. Back

3. Assembly of leg structure                          Tube 16mm     2x620mm



4.e EM
Bend flat steel horizontally between the marked points 
until you achieve a semicircle and a distance between 
both ends of 400mm. 

4.f Welding 470mm above the welded joints weld 595mm long flat 
steel  on the  back.

4.g Marking Starting from the back set the following markings: 
100mm; 640mm and 1.200mm.

4.h Welding At those marks weld the  650mm long flat steel bars on 
the underside of the tube. 

4.i Marking Mark the element for the fixation of the chair leg on the 
footend every 126mm.

4.j Welding Weld the 1550mm long flat steel bars on the markings 
so that approximately 50mm rest on the foot end. 

4.k Welding Weld the smaller back element on the 595 mm long 
piece of flat steel bar.

4.l Welding Weld on the 470 mm long flat steel pieces.



Tube 13mm   2x 1370mm

5.a EM Flatten and forge both tube ends for a length of 100mm 
.

5.b  Marking Mark 590 mm starting from one end.

5.c MF Bend a scroll until you reach the marking.

5.d Marking Starting from the straight end set the following 
markings: 70mm, 90mm, 240mm, 260mm and 120mm. 

5.e EM Bend a radius of 90 degrees between the second and 
the third marking.

5.f EM
Between the third and the fourth marking bend a 
second curve in the opposite direction so that you get a 
radius of 80º. 

5.g Welding Weld on the arm rest as you can see in the figure.

5. Arm rest



Material for " Spanish wall"
Frame Form tube 35 x 25mm 4.700mm
Rings Flat steel 25 x 3mm 19 á 180mm 
Inner frame Square 16mm 2 á 1.450mm;    1 á 700mm;    1 á 500mm
Decorative element A Round tube φ12 mm 2 á 900mm
Decorative element B Round tube φ12 mm 2 á 1.500mm
Decorative element C Round tube φ12 mm 2 á 2.000mm
Decorative element D Round tube φ12 mm 2 á 1.000mm
Decorative element E Round bar 10mm 1 á 1.000mm
Collar Flat steel 12 mm x 

3mm 19 á 145mm;       17 á 115mm;       11 á 95mm



Form tube 35x25mm   4.700mm 

1.a Marking Mark form tube (4.700mm) every 50mm.

1.b EM Emboss this tube section on the side that 
measures 25mm.

1.c Cutting Cut a 1000mm long piece of this tube.

1.d Marking, Cutting, 
Welding

Mark form tube at 1.500 and 2.200 mm; cut an 
angle of 45° on each of the markings, then bend 
an angle of 90° and forge.

1.e EM Bend the shorter form tube (1.000 mm) to an 
appropriate arch.

1.f Marking, Cutting, 
Welding

Place arch on the frame ends; mark and cut the 
resting ends - weld both parts.

 Flat steel 19  á  180mm   /    25 x 3mm

2.a M5 Bend slightly the ends of the 19 flat steel bars.

2.b M5 Roll the 19 rings with a diameter of 60mm.

2.c Welding Distribute the rings symmetrically in the frame 
and forge them.

Square bar steel 16x16mm   2 á 1450mm; 1 á 
700mm; 1 á 500mm

3.a Marking Mark bars every 30mm.

3.b EM Insert bars diagonally into the EM and emboss 
all 4 edge.

3.c Welding Weld both 1450mm long pieces laterally with the 
500mm long piece.

1. Frame

2. Fixation elements

3. Inner frame



3.d EM, Welding Bend the piece of 700mm to an arch, insert it 
and weld it.

Tube  φ12 mm   2 á 900mm

4.a EM Flatten and forge the ends continually for a 
length of 100mm.

4.b Marking Mark at 150mm and at 300mm.

4.c MF Bend the short end to a scroll; only use segment 
No.1.

4.c MF Bend the long end in the same direction to a 
scroll. Use segment No. 1 + No.3.

4.d EM Bend the desired arch between the scrolls.

Tube  φ12 mm   2 á 1.500mm

5.a EM Flatten and forge the ends continually for a 
length of 100mm.

5.b Marking Mark at 300mm and at 600mm.

5.c MF Bend the short end to a scroll, use; segments 
No.1+ No.2 + No.3.

5.d MF Bend the long end in the opposite direction to a 
scroll. Use segment No.1 + No. 3.

Tube  φ12 mm   2 á 2.000mm

6.a EM Flatten and forge the ends continually over a 
length of 100mm.

6.b Marking Mark one end at 600mm and the other one at 
700mm.

6.c MF Bend both ends to a scroll. Use segment No.1 + 
No. 2 + No.3.

Tube  φ12 mm   2 á 1.000mm

7.a EM Flatten and forge the ends continually for a 
length of 100mm.

7.b Marking Mark both ends at 200mm.

4. Decorative element A

5. Decorative element B

6.  Decorative element C

7. Decorative element D



7.c MF Form scrolls on both ends. Use the central 
segment with the first and the second segment.

Round bar 10mm     1 á 1.000mm

8.a Marking Mark round bar at 500mm = basing point for the 
ellipse

8.b M5 Bend both ends slightly.

8.c M5 Roll the workpiece until you achieve the desired 
form; then weld the ends.

9.a Welding
Lay out all decorative elements and place them 
in the inner frame (see fig.) ;weld the contact 
points. 

9.b PS-R/B/R

Cut strip steel for the collar as long as you need 
it, bend it and then cover all welding joints with 
it. Take the length for the collar directly from the 
workpiece.

9. Assembly

8. Decorative element E



Chair
L-Profile  20mm x 6mm                     1.700mm

Square steel 12x12mm                              450mm

Flat steel 35 x 6mm                            1.200 length

1. Chair L-Profile

1.a Marking Mark  350mm and then 600mm .



1.b EM Form a semicircle with a diameter of 450mm  between  
2. and 3. marking.

1.c Marking Mark a seat depth of 400mm according to fig 1.c.

1.d Cutting Cut an angle of 45º at the marking.  

1.e Cutting Cut an angle of 90º  at the opposite side. Then bend 
the material.

1.f Welding Weld  the frame on.

2.a MT Twist the square material  1 1/2 times.

2.b Welding Weld on the seat three bars in triangular form  on 
each chair leg (distance 40mm). 

3.a EM Form flat steel on the thin side, on the edge, to a 
semicircle, and bend the ends stronger.

3.b Form the back on the broadside to a semicircle.

3.c Welding 
apparatus Weld the back on  so that you get an angle of  12º.

2. Chair legs

3. Back



Elements for the table

Tube Ø  25mm 4X740mm Length

Square 12 mm 2X660mm Length;  2X1600 mm Length

Tube 20X20mm 4X1700 Length

8 flatsteel 25x25x5mm . 6 screws & 6 M8 nuts 8 x 25mm

Tube  Ø 25mm, 8 flatsteel 25x25x5mm

1.a Marking Mark the 4 tube sections with a pen every 50 mm. 

1.b EM
Emboss these 4 tube sections on every 50mm 
marking on both sides 2mm deep (after 180º 
rotation) .  

1. Table legs



1.c Welding Weld the 8 flat steel elements (3/16") on each of the 
four table legs.

1.d Tapping Tap a M8 thread on each of the welded flat steel of 
the table legs.

2.a Marking Mark the 12mm solid steel bar 300mm in from each 
end. Mark the central part of this bar every 50mm.

2.b MT Twist the central part 4 times.

2.c MF Bend scrolls on both marked ends of the bar!

2.d EM Form the central part to a semicircle.

2.e Marking Mark the bar 30mm in from each end.

2.f MT Twist the central part of every bar 2 times. 

3.a EM Mark the tube 200mm in from each end. Flatten both 
tube ends as shown and then forge the ends.

3.b Marking Mark distances of 50mm between the 200mm 
markings.

3.c EM
Starting from the 200mm marking bend the central 
tube section and then bend the ends symmetrically 
and in the opposite direction.

3.e Marking Mark the tube 250mm in from each end.

3.f MF Scroll form the ends of 2 of these four fixation 
elements for the table legs.

3. Big fixation for the table legs                                Tube 20x20mm

2. Small fixation for the table legs                             Square 12mm



4.a Welding
Position 100mm from the upper end and weld the 
small fixation for the table legs between two of the 
table legs.

4.b Welding 
apparatus Weld the bar (2.f) and the fixation for the table legs. 

4.c Drilling 
machine

Drill a hole at the 100mm marking of the four tube 
sections in order to fix the two big lower fixation 
elements for the table legs.

4.d Marking
On the contact points of legs and elements of table 
legs set a marking exactly over the hole. At this point 
make also a hole in the upper table leg element.

4.e Screw on legs and ends of the upper table leg 
element. 

4.f Drilling 
machine

Put both upper and lower big fixation elements 
together. Drill a hole in the middle and then fix with a 
screw.

4. Table assembly



Elements for a railing
Footrail 19 x 5mm
Handrail  φ 5mm
Railpost 20x 20mm and 840 mm length
Collar 12x3mm
Balustrades φ 12 mm  700mm length
Decorative elements φ 12 mm
Fixation elements 12x12mm  and 100mm length

1.a EM
Mark 100mm in from one end of the 
handrail. Form a pointed end and forge the 
ends.

1.b MF Starting from the forged end form a scroll of 
250mm of the handrail.

1.c EM Form the handrail to a slight curve.

1. Handrail



2.a Marking Mark 100mm in from one end and then mark 
every 30mm .

2.b EM Emboss the handrail laterally at each mark.

3.a Cutting Cut a 2000mm long piece and two 550mm 
long pieces for each decorative element.

3.b EM
Form 100mm of both ends of the long part 
(2000mm ) to pointed ends. Forge both 
pointed ends.

3.c MF Bend 750 mm of both ends to a scroll but in 
opposite directions.

3.d EM Work the 550mm long parts in the same way 
as 3.b.

3.e MF Bend the two exterior ends (200mm) in the 
same direction to scrolls.

4.a Welding
Weld both short parts on the middle of the 
long part in opposite directions. Then fix 
collar directly on this welding point.

4.b Welding Layout the different rail parts as shown and 
weld.

4.c Welding

Alternate and position the balustrades and 
the finished decorative elements every 400 
mm on the handrail and the footrail with two 
welding spots each.

5.a PS- R/B/R
Measure the necessary lengths from the 
workpiece and then bend respectively 2 right 
angles; only bend the 3rd angle slightly.

6.a Cutting Cut various 100mm long pieces.

6.b Cutting Weld fixation elements every 800mm on the 
footrail.

6. Fixation elements

2. Rail post

4. Assembly of the rail

5. Collar

3. Decorative elements
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